Make IT Affordable
-Former Principal and Prof. Agnelo Menezes

In August of 2018, We (The editorial team of BITMAP) had the honour of interviewing
Professor Aggy(insert full name) right before he would resign from his post as principal of St.
Xavier’s college. There were a lot of questions from our side which answered with such grace and
insight it will be hard to forget anytime in the near future.
We began our interview by asking him about his aspirations for the IT department of St.
Xavier’s and if he had any specific goals in mind. “Yes.”, He replied immediately, “When it comes
to innovation, IT and Xavier’s, I would like to see what kind of products can be generated or
tweaked, if already existing, to make them more affordable so as to make them more reachable
for the lower income groups.” He also wanted to know what the students of BSc(IT) could do to
accomplish the same, with which our magazine coordinator, James Barbosa who is also a third
year IT student, replied explaining how most gadgets are expensive only because of the hardware
they are using and the manufacturing processes. “A simpler manufacturing process eradicates
this issue. In fact, we can build laser systems or finger print scanners right here on campus with
the hardware available to us here.” James also revealed that a few TY students are working on
building a mobile application that will directly scan finger prints to simplify the attendance system. “I would like to see that and maybe we could even offer it to start ups for mass turnout. It
is my dream that you make it affordable for NGOs and other non-profitable groups.” Prof. aggy
replied with a hopeful sight for the future.
When asked about how innovation can help in striking balance in society, Aggy Sir talked
about innovation being a leveler when it came to social standings. He gave examples of how even
security guards and canteen workers own smartphones though their salaries aren’t much. In his
own words, “It should make technology more and more accessible to people with lesser incomes
and financially struggling masses.”
With the recent news of Uber and Tesla releasing automated cars soon, we asked Aggy sir
his opinion on the same. He thinks it would be a big flop in India as we do not have that sort of
infrastructure or regulation. He would not encourage students to use it either as it would mean
they promote the idea of one, chauffeurs losing their jobs and two, bringing a car that is not compatible with the infrastructure of our country. “There are also high chances of accidents due to
the high density of pedestrian-car relationship on the roads” he added.
“If cyborgs are being used as a showcase of technology then I will say yes, but if they are
being used to displace labour or to make labour lazy then I’m not in favour of it.” He said when
asked about use of drones and cyborgs by students on college campus. He continued with his
concerns of how our campus is too small for such gadgets and they would create too much noise
which might distract students from their lectures. He also believed that since we have high roofs
and balconies, it almost makes the use of drones unnecessary.
We were curious about his views on the recent changes being bought about on campus,
like the installation of Wi-Fi routers throughout college, to which his reply was that he “prioritized utility over aesthetics”. To move forward with technology, we need to leave the emotions

attached to aesthetics, he explained. He clarified further that Wi-Fi routers and such should not
overpower the natural beauty of the college but if push came to shove, “I would not sacrifice going forward with technology because of architectural aesthetics.”
Another major issue that comes to mind when talking about IT is digital privacy and
that’s exactly what we wanted our former principal’s opinion on. He had many insights to share
including his concern about the plethora of personal information available online and how easily
it can be manipulated and or abused. “Privacy needs to be protected and I’m not saying that this
should be used to hide illegal activities” he explains, “I’m just simply saying there should be a way
in which I should be able to control what information you are getting of me.”
Technology is slowly taking over the world and with this outtake, the paper industry is
facing all time losses. Digital media and platforms are the new trends and old-school books as
well paper assignments are slowly fading out. We discussed this in further detail with Aggy sir
where he believed that libraries will soon be replaced with other platforms like Kindle as the
newer generations emerge. “Personally, as you age it becomes difficult to read so I still prefer
paperbacks but for the younger generation who is very enthusiastic about the prospect of a library in their palms, I would be all in for it. I did it for my grandniece.” He told us with a slight
nostalgic feel to it. When it comes to paperless assignments, he was in favour of those as well
only because of the ecological damage that can be done due to paper. “Also the archiving is safer
and much more long lasting than paper which is why I completely agree with what has happened
with Mumbai university where they have adopted online evaluation of papers from last year.”, he
added.
There is this preconceived notion about IT students that they are amateurs without visions and no experience. To this statement, Aggy sir spoke about vision for college vs vision on
a personal front. “As a student, when you are looking at vision for the college I would agree with
that statement. And it’s not just BSc(IT) students but any student of the college doesn’t have a
vision for the college because the college has its own vision.” He explains, “Students need to have
a vision beyond the institution which should definitely be career oriented.”
Another misconception about IT students is that they lack good communication skills, we
wanted to get his opinion on this as well. He firmly believes that every student should work upon
their vocabulary and grammer, no matter which background they come from. When talking
specifically about IT students, the language we learn is programming language which is very different from what we communicate in, he believes that this could maybe lead to hindrances when
talking in a public forum. Hence he encourages IT students to work on their communication
skills.
Lastly, we wanted to brush upon a review that sir
had given the magazine team last year about how we should
make B.I.T.M.A.P. into a journal instead of a magazine.
“Magazines just state facts and lack analytical articles as
narratives.” Aggy sir hopes we include articles that come
with a thorough analysis of its contents, especially based
on historical incidences like why MS DOS is not used anymore. Such articles provide a better comprehension of the
topic, he believes. “Hence, you should report historical
analysis so that we can stand on the shoulders of history
to see the future.” He concluded his thoughts as well as the
interview.

FOREWORD

Prof. Roy Thomas
Head of IT Department, B.Sc. IT

St Xavier's college is celebrating its sesquicentennial year. BSc.(IT) department is completing
12 years of its existence. BITMAP, our department magazine, is publishing its second edition.
I would like to congratulate the entire magazine team for its contribution. The main purpose
of our magazine is to connect past and present and at the same time provide a platform for
our students to showcase their hidden talents.
BSc.(IT) department has achieved a lot in the past 11 years. Our students have moved from
Mumbai to different parts of the world. The presence of our alumni exist in Google Inc,
Apple Inc, TCS Inc, Infosys Ltd, Wipro Ltd, PWC Ltd, L&T InfoTech, Great place to work,
Capgemini, Accenture, Deloitte and in many other reputed business houses. Many of our
students have completed a masters degree from Mumbai, Australia, U.K., US, South Korea
and many other parts of the world. Such achievement of our department is possible only due
to the contributions of all the past and present faculty. In this context, I would like to mention
our former coordinator, Dr. Jyoti Singh who lead our department from 2008 to 2016. Her
contribution is remarkable and unforgettable. I also need to mention Prof Yuvaraj Waugh,
Prof. Remaya Panicker, Prof. Karen Mansukhani, Prof. Rajen Chatterji and
Prof. Shivaranjani Gudibanda with regard to their contribution towards the progress
of our department.
During the first eight years , our department motto was to develop the skill of programming.
But since last three years our main objective has been to develop in the area of Data sciences and Artificial intelligence. If you search on Google for the most demanding job in the 21st
century, it will result in data sciences. Data scientists must have good knowledge of mathematics, statistics, databases, machine learning and big data. Data science covers a whole
spectrum of data processing and not just the algorithmic or statistical aspects. In particular,
data science covers data extraction, data integration, data transformation, data engineering
and data visualization and machine learning. Machine learning is a term closely associated
with data science. It refers to a broad class of methods that revolve around data modelling
to algorithmically made predictions and identifying patterns in data. Artificial intelligence (AI)
is an area of computer science that emphasizes upon the creation of intelligent machines that
work and react like humans.
We believe that with the team work of staff and students in the coming years, our objective
to explore the subject further and contribute more to it will be met.

Undergraduate and Graduate
Studies in Canada
v

Since my graduation in 2014, I have had many opportunities to learn and grow not just as a professional but as a person as
well. These opportunities have and had been presented to me not just because I was a St. Xavier’s Autonomous College graduate but
because of the quality of work that I and many of my classmates can and could produce. The rigorous training and meticulous amount of
work that we had to do in order to gain that degree has prepared us for a lifelong of challenges that we continue to face to this day.
Although the Bachelor of Science in Information Technology degree is 3-year degree I learnt a lot of important concepts that I
continue to use to this day. I believe the training we receive during the course is extensive and broad enough to help us decide where our
interest lie in terms of what field of the industry we would like to pursue a career in.
However, that is not the same consideration that many North American Universities would make when you present your application for further studies. At most universities, you need a 4-year undergraduate degree as a minimum qualification for graduate studies.
Some universities may require you to have an Honors degree but that is only in the case of thesis-based graduate studies.
To overcome this lack of 1-year of undergraduate studies I applied to the fast track program at the University of Windsor called
Bachelor of Computer Science in Applied Computing for University Grads. It is an extensive program which requires you to complete
25 courses which would take about 1.5 years to complete. Unlike the course structure that is followed by most Universities in India, in
America generally, you pick the courses you would like to take for a particular term/semester.
Thus, in a term could pick anywhere from 1 – 6 courses. 1- 3 courses would deem you as a part-time student while 4 and above
would deem you as a full-time student. 5 is the prescribed number of courses to take per term. However, if you have an average of above
85% you can take an overload of 1 more course and pack your term with 6 courses which is something I’m currently doing.
These 25 courses can be taken at your own pace but one must be aware that each course is dependent on certain other
courses and hence proper planning of which course to take in per semester is quite essential. The freedom of
picking your courses is good as well as bad. When I mentioned I am currently taking 6 courses
I was talking about the good aspect of this freedom. As I was allowed to take 6 courses I can
now graduate next term as I have just 5 more courses to go!
On the bad side, you need to spend numerous number of hours planning which courses
appear most frequently in which term (Fall, Winter, and Summer) based on past timetables of
the University. However, there are many faculty advisors available on campus who can help
you pick and plan the courses in a proper format so that you can plan your path to graduation
the way I did.
During my research about graduate programs I found some interesting facts and tips
that I would to share with you today. As an IT student with 3-years of work experience in the
field as a full stack developer, the obvious field of graduate studies for me was and is the MSc
in Information Technology or MSc in Computer Science. However, at most universities you will
find only two types of graduate programs:
1.
Master of Science in Computer Science (Thesis/Course/Project-based)
2.
Master of Science in Applied Computing
The MSc in CS with thesis-based option is offered by many universities. A few of them
offer course and project based as well. However, very few universities offer the Applied Computing option. Based on my research the MSc thesis/course/project based is generally meant
for students who would like to gain more depth wise knowledge in a particular field. For in-
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stance, I am very interested in Artificial Intelligence and hence for me, the wise choice would
be to pick the MSc thesis or project based option and dive into learning more about Artificial
Intelligence exclusively. Thus, I would not have to worry about learning other courses that I
may not have much interest in. For this program, you are assigned to a professor’s team and
the professor will outline the courses you need take in order to gain more knowledge about the
field that is interesting to you.
The Applied Computing specialization, on the other hand, is meant for anyone who is
interested in gaining a broad amount of concepts which includes practically all fields of Computer Science. Thus, this specialization is more inclined to students with an Information Technology background as we have already been trained and have learnt concepts from multiple
fields of Computer Science. Unlike the thesis/course/project-based option, you can study a
breadth of courses that have already been planned out for you. You do have some elective
courses that you can choose but they are generally not as emphasized as the courses required
by your program.
The details I’ve mentioned above is just the brief amount of information I have gathered
over the 1 year I have studied here in Canada at the University of Windsor. I hope this is helpful
for anyone who wishes to pursue their graduate studies here in Canada.

Johan Fernandes
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At St. Xavier's college, every student is advised and encouraged to take up internship
at the end of semester 4. Towards the end of the Diwali break, while waiting for the
4th semester to begin, somewhere in the mind of each second year student lies an
idea about what we are going to do in the upcoming summer break. While some students
of my batch had planned to enjoy the vacations with their family, some planned to go for
trips and some decided to do an internship, I picked the latter idea of doing an internship.
Mid-way during semester 4, having got a brief idea from our HOD, Prof. Roy Thomas, on
how to go about for internship, we were encouraged to pursue it.So, I registered with the
college placement cell along with various websites offering internships from various companies.
Post the semester 4 end-semester exams, I got an opportunity to do an internship with
Camp K12, as Asst. Technical Intern/Junior Instructor for Website and Android ApplicationDevelopment. The experience I gained and skills that I acquired were:
- A feel of working in the corporate world,
Application of knowledge that I have gained during the second year of BSc IT, and
The ability to speak with confidence to people(such as students, colleagues, senior
instructors, etc.) in a professional setting.
During the internship, even though having the required knowledge of the subjects, I realised
that there was still so much more scope to gain in-depth knowledge of the subjects. I was
now playing the role of an instructor and not of a student.

A week before the internship starts, a senior instructor brushed up the concepts, introduced
the new elements required for both the subjects and the learning resource material was
shared for Android App Development, "MIT App Inventor" to develop the basic android apps
and the site would help the students whom we would teach to learn and understand the
concept, logic and its application in order to construct an android app.
It is rightly said that the proof of the pudding is in eating it so after completing an internship
I can share with my juniors, that an internship gives you the feel of working while you are
still a student, preparing to step out into the real world for job. It gives one the opportunity
to grow and learn, and also gives a better idea on how much is expected out of interns of
professional responsibilities before making the transition from campus to corporate.
Teaching students(from Std. V to Std. VII) not only enhanced my skills in the subject but
also boosted my confidence. It also made me realise the amount of effort our faculty of
BSc IT has to put in, to teach us in a manner that enables us to understand the concepts well.

- by Sonu Varghese

The thought of trying every possible combination to a rubik's cube has occurred to all
of us at least once while trying to solve a cube. Although this may seem impossible
for a human to do since there are 43 quintillion combinations to a 3x3 rubick's cube,
our rubik's cube solution generation algorithms does exactly that. Then again, 43 quintillion
is a really big number even for a computer. even the besti7 machines wont be able
to find a direct solution just by merely generating combination of moves and trying it out.
Our algorithm significantly reduces the number of combinations, by generating sequence
of moves of length 3. This gives the algorithm 4000+ moves to choose from and instead of
solving the entire cube in 1 go we used the concept of happiness function which
gives a happiness value to every state of a cube. So when the program has to decide
what sequence of moves to do it will select the one which has the highest happiness
value and then it reiterates to find even better happiness and eventually finding the solution.
The happiness function rules have been coded using the fridrich methodof solving the cube.
The algorithm is a utility based agent that does not have a static set of
conditionsthat it has to follow.

PROJECT

PUKAAR: The E-NEWSLETTER
The Team
Ashly Johnson, Shivangi Kaushik, Lyra Pinto & Sara Correia

The Task: making an e-newsletter
PUKAAR
the Jagruti Newsletter
Pukaar- the Jagruti Newsletter, was an opportunity
given to us by Prof. Lydia Fernandes, so that we can
use our knowledge and skills, learnt in the classroom,
to understand the challenges involved in website development in the real world. She not only supported
us but also helped us at every stage. We followed the
Software development life cycle that we learnt as
part of our software engineering course.

The Planning Phase
Website designing seems easy until you are working
hands on in real world environment, unlike the computer lab, where everything goes step by step according to the client's requirements.

Communication
Phase
During the process of website development, it is important to gather information by arranging meetings
to get a clear understanding of the client's requirements and while gathering information it is important to
cover the right topics to get
the sufficient information.

Modeling Phase
Topics like layout designing, features for website,
colour topology, fonts etc. Based on the information gathered proper planning and discussion
with teammates is important. A site map, flowchart and rough layout is created which gives a
General understanding of how the website will
look and work.

Construction Phase
The client reviews the design and feedbacks are welcomed. Coding is started by using all the information
gathered and plans made. Proper use of Technology
plays an important role. For pukaar website 'Brackets and notepad ++' was used as the text editor. Using
the flowchart, coding is implemented. Testing during
the coding is important. The website should be user
friendly not only on desktop but also on mobiles and
tabs so, it is important to go for a responsive design.
When the whole website is ready, testing is very important, like the flow of website should be smooth, running the website in different browsers, checking the
website on different sizes of screens, loading time should be very less etc.

This summer, we put up an online newsletter for the Jagruti programme. A few
BScIT students helped us create it. This
is our testimony for their work.

In the summer of 2018, the junior college Jagruti programme was on its way
to getting its own online newsletter. The
website for this was created by the IT
department. The team we worked with
consisted of four TYBScIT students –

The Team

Deployment Phase
The website is shown to the client and by their
approval, process for hosting should start. For
Pukaar, Google firebase was used for hosting.

Our Experience working as a team for developing the website for our junior college program
Pukaar was amazing. We Thank our professors
of the BSc IT Department for their guidance and
support.

From the beginning, they were very cooperative with all our needs, willing to
come to college in the vacation if we wanted, being patient with us and explaining how certain things would be created
and making sure to understand exactly
what we wanted from the website. Besides this, they also gave us their own inputs, and didn't hesitate to disagree with
us if they felt that our ideas wouldn't
work. This, we greatly appreciated. The
work for the website was quite a lot and
there was a lot of content, but they still

managed to put it up before college reopened. Interacting with them was easy.
They were really cooperative and helped us whenever we needed to make any
changes or modifications (which happened very frequently). They also taught us
how we could edit the website and upload new content, which was fun to learn,
and left us in awe of their abilities. It was
only when we saw all the programming
and coding that went into creating the
website that we truly appreciated their
skills. We had an amazing experience
working with them, and are extremely
grateful to them for all their efforts.

Feedback By

Farishta Anjirbag and Bhakti Chaudhari
[SYJC Arts]

Railway
Reservation

A Wrong Username alert box is triggered if
the username credentials don't coincide with
the database entries.

Railway Reservation System is a Web Portal
with 2 modules :
1........... Passenger Module
2.......... Admin Module
This provides the passenger with ease of
ticket booking from anywhere, anytime in
less than a hour. Technologies used are:
JSTL, Servlet, JSP, Restful, MySQL, Android,
ZXing, ItextPDF, GeoNames, Google Maps,
Some Other Common Jar Files for Mail etc.

The Registration Page with a Strong validation check.

Demonstrated via 3 Laptops with Passenger
Login, Admin Login, Payment Gateway, etc.
and 2 Android Application for QR Scanner
and Location Tracker. And tables used in this
Project are 48 Tables in total.

The Index Page where the Passenger has to
Login is shown below. The Logo, Alert Box,
Modal Box and designing of the Portal is self
created instead of using Default.

“User Id exists”, real time error pop-up for already present user id in the database

A 3-Tier Authentication System : Email Verification,One-time Password check and captcha
check. State and District Information is obtained through the web service GeoNames.

Above, the Source - Destination expected
distance and time duration.
Class Selection Page: The coaches available
for the selected train.
View Details Page: Displays the Trains according to the date, source, and destination. The
Search algorithm uses routes, the day of the
train's journey(date-to-day conversion), source and destination on that route and duplication of the train (train returns to source). The
bounds in the date field are up to 4 months
from the selected date/day.

The Seat Map shows the Seating arrangements for the particular coach Selected.

Quota Details Page displays general information of the Quotas(9 considered here) in the
Railway Reservation System with the Tatkal
Quota (only 1 day before departure).

Seat Availability Page: The available seats according to the coach, quota, class and calculates the price and also displays a real-time
chart (No page refresh required) Bulk Passenger Allocation Tests were written and performed.

Algorithm Flowchart for Seat Availability:

Booking Page: A form to insert corresponding
credentials of accompanying passengers.
Prices calculated and displayed based on the
Parameters of- No of passengers, Quota and
Class.

Multiple Passengers can book at a time and
can Download PDF or Mail PDF to their registered email id.
Seat Allocation (Allocates Available seats from
middle of Train also undertaking Passengers
Berth Priority and thus preventing accidents)

Algorithm Flowchart for Seat Allocation :

The ticket generated :

Passengers can also cancel their ticket, see
traveling history and download the updated
Display of the number of passengers and cost : ticket.

Price : Includes the route, train source, and
destination, because trains with the same
source and destination but different routes
may have different prices.

Seat Cancellation (Cancels the ticket and
promotes another passenger to a better train
status automatically)

On Ticket Reservation completion, the
Booked Page displays your ticket which can
be downloaded or emailed to you.

Algorithm Flowchart for Seat Cancellation

Android Applications accomplish 2 points
below:1. QR Scanner: -Scans the QR code on the ticket
(only our scanner) due to ............an extra layer of encryption preventing decoding by other scanners.

Tracking train location on web portal :

Contact Us Page :

News Update Page :

The Cancel button and following Yes button
when clicked, renders the ticket cancelled.

History of User:
History of the user's booking and cancellations.

The Flowchart of the Algorithm for the Seat Cancellation is as follows:

A self-developed real-time chat feature, network tested on two different nodes for an Emergency on the Train(On two ends i. Passenger
and Admin ends )
All passenger and journey information is displayed upon clicking the Show-details Icon.

Emergency Chart Board :

Ticket PDF authenticity can be cross-verified
with the QR code on the PDF ticket.

Android Applications are made to accomplish below 2 points:1. ...... QR Scanner: - QR code present of Ticket can only be scanned by our Scanner
as Data is extra encrypted so no other scanner can decode it.

2. Location Tracker: - The Loco Pilot who
drives the train possesses this app. Servlets Web Service (Restful) communication to retrieve the train list from the database.Passengers can see the Current Location of the
Train.

Admin Module - An alternate Login for the
admin with multiple reports for analytical
purposes.

The reports(downloaded in pdf) for analytical
purposes under the Admin Module are as
follows:

Project by
Rahul Singh & Sanjana Gopalakrishnan

“Tell me and I forget. Teach me and I remember. Involve me and I learn."
- Benjamin Franklin

SHIKO
-Tiana and Katherine

Keeping this quote in mind we developed Shiko which is a mobile based Android Game targeted at children.
We were inspired to create Shiko because we felt the need for an App that is able to combine both learning
and development in an exciting way.
In a world where children spend 1-3 hours on a mobile device daily, why not encourage them to use apps for
their betterment instead of mindlessly playing games which have no benefits. Shiko aims to be such an
app that balances fun and learning for children.
Going one step further, some of our games have the potential to be used by people with learning
disabilities to help them improve certain skills.
The inspiration behind Shiko was found when we were in the train travelling home from college. There was
a child sitting beside us. For the entire duration of the ride she was glued to a mobile phone and playing
pointless games. It occurred to us that the younger generation is completely dependent on smartphones and
the potential of creating an app that could positively impact the minds of these users was very fulfilling.

We created 5 games in our beta module:
1. Unlocked is a memory based game. Users are required to remember a certain sequence of digits in
a given time frame. It can be used to enrich the working memory.
2. Match It Up is another memory based game. Users are required to flip tiles and remember the location of
tiles containing the same image and match those tiles.
3. What's Bigger is a problem solving game that can be used to measure the flexibility and mathematical skills
of a user. Numbers are displayed and the user must select the greatest number.
4. Smiley Wiley is used to develop emotional maturation among users. An image is displayed and based on
that image the user must select the emoticon depicting the emotion felt in that image.
5. SpaceSpeller is a game that aims to exercise a child's spelling skills by making them spell words by
tapping on floating alphabets. It's fun filled game comprising of bananas floating in space that is endearing
to any child. It is a game that makes spelling practice fun for a child.

Taking on 'Shiko' as a project was truly a learning experience that enabled us to explore and understand
what a user really looks for in a mobile application, from the UI to the UX.
We got to understand the thought process that goes into creating a captivating application for children .
We acquired the skills to work in Unity with C# and firebase as a database..
Overall ,it was an enjoyable process and an experience that we will both cherish.

PLACEMENTS
Akash Srivastava

Akshat Yadav

Placement : Deloitte
Designation : iOS Developer

Placement : Camp K12
Designation : Asst. Technical Er.

Description :

Description :

“I am working as an iOS developer working on an internal
Deloitte project overall experience has been great and I'm
learning a lot which will help me in the future.”

“As a assistant technical engineer, my role is
to develop softwares and design curriculum for
the courses that the company offers.”

Anay Singh

Anwesha Das

Placement : Mahindra & Mahindra

Placement : Deloitte

Designation : Deputy Manager - Data Sciences

Designation : Java Custom Developer

Description :

Using data analytics and machine learning to improve
business profitability and enhance business processes.

Description :

“I am Java Custom Developer
(Technology Consulting | System Integration),currently
staffed on a US Government and Public Sector (GPS)
project for the State of Indiana (DES).”

Apurva Agarwal

Digvijay Pandey

Placement : Deloitte - Banglore
Designation : Associate Analyst

Placement : Deloitte, Gurgaon
Designation : Analyst

Description :

Description :

Currently working on a US based HealthCare
project which involves building up Rest Services
for a client application using JAVA , Spring Boot.

Working as an analyst with the Analytics and Cognitive
division of Deloitte Consulting US-India Pvt. Ltd.

Farhan Thakur

George Dominic

Placement : Infosys - Hyderabad
Designation : IT Guy

Placement : Media.net
Designation : Search Engine Monetization

Karen Henriques

Kevin Nadar

Placement : Infosys

Profession : Enterpreneur

Designation : Operation executive

Description :

Manufacturer and distributor of designer and custom
made gel and paraffin candles. Supplier of sea shells
in Bombay.

Lakhan Khanchandani
Placement : Media.net
Designation : Digital Content Analyst
Description :
Optimizing domain names for internet advertising,
investigating websites, checking keyword lists of
advertisers, enhancing customer's portfolio

Melwyn Alfred Sequeira

Leon Rasquinha
Placement : Kapso Business Services
Designation : Business Analyst
Description :
Handling key client accounts, personal visits
& field trips to their office/factory/outlets
and then analyzing financial and
operational information of the enterprise.

Muqsit Agha

Placement : EY (NKP Goregoan, Mumbai)
Designation : Risk Advisory professional

Placement : Capgemini
Designation : Dot Net Developer

Description :

Description :
A3 Rank named Software Associate

Working as Risk Advisory professional(SAP Security)
in EY and helping business to establish governance
and compliance in their SAP environment.

Sanchika Menezes

Sweeny D'Souza

Placement : Deloitte
Designation : Manual Tester

Placement : Capgemini India Pvt. Ltd.
Designation : Software Associate

Pranita Kakade
Placement : Flitzo pvt. Ltd, Pune.
Designation : Growth Marketing associate.
Description :
Digital marketing- Organic and direct.

Suruchi Joshi
Placement : Deloitte - Powai
Designation : Employee
Description :

Working in Deloitte Consulting India Pvt. Ltd.

Vyshak Manakkal

Daniela Andrade

Placement : Deloitte USI
Designation : Secondary DBA

Placement : TCS - Banglore
Designation : Network Analyst

Description :

Description :

Technology wise I work with Ms SQL server,
Altassian Bamboo for build deployments and
Jira for project management.

We design and maintain the network infrastructure of our
client (British Telecom) in UK by planning the routes and
equipments to be placed using different softwares

Utkarsh Pal

Darpan Shinde

Placement : Think and learn Pvt LTD - Byjus
Designation : Buiseness Development Associate

Placement : iTransparity
Designation : Jr. Developer

Description :

Description :

The primary role as a Business Development Associate
is to build sales by contacting and building relationships
with new and existing clients.

Work is mainly based on developing complex websites
and web technologies using frameworks like
laravel and codeigniter.
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